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BVG Associates
Strategic consulting. Practical thinking.
Our clients choose us when they want to do new things, think in new ways and solve tough problems

Founded in 2006

350 clients globally

Strategy

Economics

Technology

Multi-dimensional strategy

Cost of energy

Optimising operations

Supply chain

Local economic benefit

Getting project transactions right

Market dynamics

Wider costs and benefits

Industry building

Journey to net zero

Technology
Over 200 years’ industry
experience

50 landmark publications
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Onshore wind
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Offshore wind

Energy Systems

BVG Associates
A globally leading team in offshore wind strategy
BVG Associates as offshore wind industry builders

BVG Associates delivering to industry

• UK: Been at the heart of offshore wind industry building for 15 years

• Last year, worked for governments, operators and the World
Bank Group.
• We get involved when clients want to do new things, think in new
ways and solve tough problems
• Especially where strategy, economics and technology overlap
• Delivered multiple projects in Korea, often working with Blue
Wind Engineering (Dr Jone Oh)

2005: First roadmap and supply chain assessment*
2009: First led on ports, bringing industry and government together*
2010: Authored first Guide to an offshore wind farm*

2012: Led on cost reduction pathways: 1st government–industry deal*
2013: Shaped public funding competitions in R&D / innovation
2015: Authored local content methodology that all players use*
2019: Authored Guidetoanoffshorewindfarm.com

BVG Associates for Korea

2020: Shaped latest Supply Chain Plan guidance
2021: Vietnam: Authored World Bank’s first offshore wind country roadmap*

• US: Shaped industry since 2014, working with East Coast state government
agencies
• Europe: Authored 2050 vision for 450GW offshore wind*
• Japan: Led the Cost Reduction Study and supporting the resulting
public-private dialogue – government-industry deal**
• Authored World Bank’s offshore wind roadmaps for Azerbaijann and the Philippines**
• Global offshore wind: Authored OREAC 2050 vision for 1,400GW offshore wind*
• Co-authored World Bank’s assessment Key Factors for Successful Development of OSW
in Emerging Markets*
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* Available on our website at no cost. ** Not yet published.
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• Accelerate market through a government-industry deal
• Help Korean suppliers enter / grow in the offshore wind market
• Help project developers with:
• Local economic benefit assessment
• Supply chain development
• Project site finding and cost
analysis
• We don’t do standard project
development management,
construction management,
EIAs, site surveys, detailed design

Key global market and technology trends
How we see the offshore wind landscape
Compared to a year ago – how is progress?

Slow

About as expected

• US offshore wind

• Industry maturing, globally

• Impact of IoT, AI and big data

• Cost of offshore wind reaching grid parity
• Post subsidy move to merchant risk

• Carbon taxes and pricing

• Energy system policy – mechanisms that
encourage huge-scale investment

• Turbine supply changes
• GE growing market share
• Vestas demerging and widening scope
(CIP investment)
• Bigger onshore and offshore turbines

Key success
factors
for emerging
markets
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1. Clarity on policy drivers:
A. Low cost electricity
B. Local jobs and economic benefit
C. Security of energy supply
D. Environmental sustainability
 Often a tension between A and B
 Visibility and confidence about
large volume over time helps with all 4

Fast
• Interest in emerging markets
• New governments’ – most wanting local
supply chain
• Project developers
• Oil and gas players working in offshore wind
• Interest in floating offshore wind
• Hydrogen/P2G/integration
• Individual solutions but not joined-up
picture

2. Strong frameworks
•
Seabed leases
•
Permitting
•
Power purchase
•
Grid
•
Financing
 Bankability, efficiency and confidence
 Good communication and coexistence
 Competition to keep focus on costs
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3. Consistent delivery to build volume
• Well resourced institutions
• Proactive management
• Good government-industry dialogue
• Internationally
competitive
local supply chain

Long-term global market outlook for offshore wind
Huge growth, Europe then Asia leading

Spend over £95bn in 2029

Market is moving from regional (Europe) to global, but with three key regions: Europe, Asia and Americas
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Floating offshore wind technology landscape
Dynamic picture – harmonisation way off, if ever
1 Semi-sub / barge

2 Spar buoy

3 Tension leg platform

Key drivers

Key shared challenges

1.Lifetime cost
2.Static stability
3.Dynamic response
4.Manufacturing standardisation
5.Scaling with turbine size
6.Ground / metocean conditions

1.Efficient manufacturing and installation logistics
• For commercial scale projects
• Time, space
2.Large component replacement strategy
• On-board / floating cranes or tow-to-shore
3.Design optimisation / cost reduction
4.Confidence building
• Clients and supply chain
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Long-term global market outlook for floating offshore wind
Huge growth, Europe then Asia leading

Spend over £10bn in 2029

Market is moving from regional (Europe) to global, but with three key regions: Europe, Asia and Americas
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Floating offshore wind commercialisation roadmap
Building bankability and supply chain at scale
Similar journey to other new large-scale tech.

Prototype

(Single turbine)
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Demonstration
(2-6 turbines)

Early commercial
(under 500MW)
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Full commercial
(over 500MW)

Floating offshore wind cost gap
With fixed offshore ‘subsidy free’, who pays for floating to establish?
Higher LCOE than fixed on comparable sites for much of the next decade
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Offshore wind
Horns Rev 3 (DK)
Kriegers Flak (DK)
Hornsea 2 (UK)
OWP-W + BR -2W (DE)
Hollandse Kust (NL)
Bottom-fixed offshore wind
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Year of commissioning
NNG (UK)
Borssele 1&2 (NL)
Borssele 3&4 (NL)
Moray Firth (UK)
He Dreiht (DE)
CBA, Forthwind, Sofia (UK)
Floating offshore wind
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EA1 (UK)
Vesterhav (DK)
Triton Knoll (UK)
Gode Wind 3 (DE)
Norwester, Mermaid, Seastar (BE)
CBB, Teeside, Seagreen (UK)

Floating offshore wind cost uncertainty
Financial and technical risks
Technical uncertainty in floater, mooring, installation and OMS cost

Manufacturing and installation costs, including logistics for commercial scale projects
Difference in LCOE
Large component replacement strategy
-10%
-5%
0%
5%
10%
Floater

Design optimisation / cost reduction

Mooring

Installation

OMS

Commercial uncertainty in market volume, supply chain confidence, financing

Investment for manufacturing
Investment for logistics

Risk reduction and management
Revenue certainty: the cost gap

-10%

Market volume

Supply chain confidence (investment)

Financing
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Difference in LCOE
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Floating offshore wind simple cost uncertainty overlay
Combining the technical uncertainties from 4 as though no interactions (without commercial uncertainty)
Some floating sites can look good in comparison to bottom-fixed ones
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Floating offshore wind

Bottom-fixed offshore wind
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Floating offshore wind

'35

Technology now massive
Nacelles: typical size being installed on projects from 2023
GE Haliade-X: 13MW, 220m rotor, ≈600 ton nacelle
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US 60 foot high-roof rail boxcar, 100 tons max capacity, to scale
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Technology now massive
Blades: typical size being installed on projects from 2023
GE Haliade-X: 220m rotor, each blade 107m long, ≈55 tonnes: 787 Dreamliner wing is 30m long, so equivalent to 3.6 very large aircraft wings
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Technology now massive
Foundations: XXL size being installed on projects from 2023
Monopile departs Steelwind Nordenham for Yunlin offshore wind farm: mass 1,732 tonnes, diameter 8 m, length 93 m
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Technology now massive
Even bigger when it all comes together offshore
A Haliade-X being installed at a showing Jan de Nul installation vessel Voltaire, Samsung Tower Palace and Lotte World Tower

.
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40m deep sea
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What this means for Korea…
Huge opportunities
For Government and industry: Agree a positive, realistic way forward
• Collaboration to accelerate the market
• Clear market and industrial policies
• Strong frameworks
• Good communication, building confidence, managing coexistence
• Taking benefit of International relationships

For Government

For industry

• Focus on getting volume of offshore wind at right cost of energy

• In many areas, market opportunity and competition is regional / global

• Collaboration with experienced countries

• Learn from other markets

• Involvement with experienced industry players

• Consider international collaboration

• Need biggest 12MW+ turbines
(so work out what this means for domestic supply)

• Play to strengths – remember customers will be global players
• Technology keeps getting larger – key driver of cost reduction

• Establish a new organisation for one-stop permitting
• Establish open and competitive supply chain that can export regionally
• Establish a bankable offtake and revenue framework
• Support to drive strategic transmission network planning and investment
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• Plan investments with the future growth in mind
• Room for new ideas
• Will need new vessels, new foundation
manufacturing etc.
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info@bvgassociates.com
BVG Associates Ltd
The Blackthorn Centre
Purton Road
Cricklade, Swindon
SN6 6HY UK
tel +44 (0) 1793 752
308

BVG Associates Ltd
Inovo
121 George Street
Glasgow
G1 1 RD UK
tel +44 (0) 44 212 0800

www.bvgassociates.com
BVG Associates LLC
7400 Beaufont Springs
Drive
Suite 300
Richmond
Virginia
23225 USA
tel 1 (804) 591 1602
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